
Starter Problems 1

The Tremendous Tak-Tak Tree
Life is simple in the isolated village of Tak-Tak. Free of the noise and bustle of modern life, the
villagers spend their days indulging their two great loves: farming and cooking. Their vegetable
fields grow strong and tall, and their delicious communal meals brighten many an evening.

In the centre of the village sits a great sprawling tree, whose long boughs provide shade during
the hot summers. The fruit of the Tak-Tak tree (as it is affectionately known) is renowned for its
sweet, succulent taste.

Unlike normal plants, the Tak-Tak tree is not affected by weather or seasons. Instead, its fruits
grow according to the cycles of the moon. Every month when the full moon is at its highest, each
fruit on the tree shimmers and turns into two fruits. When the sun rises the villagers wake to find
the number of fruits on the tree has doubled.

The villagers are planning a huge feast for this year. On the day of the feast they will remove
all the fruit except one from the tree. This is to be divided equally between the village’s eleven
inhabitants, as they are a fair people. (No slicing or dicing is allowed - each villager must receive a
whole number of fruits.) Afterwards the one remaining fruit on the Tak-Tak tree is left to begin
the cycle anew.

If the villagers cannot evenly share the fruit with one left over, they shall wait until they can. They
are very excited about the feast and would like to know how many full moons they must wait.

Input
The input file will consist of a single integer, the number of fruits initially on the tree. This will be
between 2 and 1,000,000 inclusive.

Output
The output file should consist of two integers separated by a space: the least number of full moons
the villagers must wait until the feast is possible, and the number of fruits on the tree at that time.

You are guaranteed that it will eventually be possible to hold the feast.

Sample Input 1
23

Sample Output 1
0 23

Sample Input 2
17

Sample Output 2
1 34

Sample Input 3
14



Starter Problems 2

Sample Output 3
2 56

Explanation
In the first example, 23 = 2 x 11 + 1 is a good number for a feast (if each villager receives two
Tak-Tak fruits, one is left over as planned). Because of this they do not need to wait; they may
start the feast straight away.

In the second example, 17 is not a good number for a feast. After one full moon, the number of
fruits has doubled, becoming 34 = 3 x 11 + 1. This is a good number for a feast.

In the third example, 14 is not a good number for a feast. After two full moons, the number of
fruits has quadrupled, becoming 56 = 5 x 11 + 1. This is a good number for a feast.
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